Techniques for secure non-volatile random access memory are provided. In one aspect, a request to write to secure non-volatile random access memory may be received. A processor may enter a system management mode. A lock password may be retrieved from a system management mode memory. The lock password may be written to a locking device, wherein the locking device may unlock the secure non-volatile random access memory. The lock password may have been generated at the time the system was booted. The secure non-volatile random access memory may then be written. The secure non-volatile random access memory may then be re-locked.
SECURE NON-VOLATILE RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY

BACKGROUND

[0001] The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a software interface between the operating system and the platform firmware of a computer system. UEFI is intended to be the replacement for the Basic Input Output System (BIOS) that has been present in computing systems for the past several decades, although UEFI still provides support for legacy BIOS. UEFI provides many capabilities that are not present in legacy BIOS.

[0002] One such capability is secure boot. Each UEFI component is digitally signed by the provider of that component. Any modifications to the component, such as that which may be performed by a malevolent user, such as a hacker, would cause the digital signature to no longer be valid for the component. When UEFI secure boot is enabled, each component's digital signature is verified. If the digital signature cannot be verified, it is assumed that the component has been tampered with, and may contain malevolent instructions. To ensure no harm comes to the system or the user of the system, the component is not allowed to run if the digital signature cannot be verified.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] FIG. 1 is an example of a system which may utilize the secure non-volatile random memory techniques described herein.

[0004] FIG. 2 is another example of a system which may utilize the secure non-volatile random memory techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 is an example of a high level flow diagram for writing to a secure non-volatile random access memory according to techniques described herein.

FIG. 4 is another example of a high level flow diagram for locking and writing to a secure non-volatile random access memory according to techniques described herein.

FIG. 5 is an example of a high level flow diagram for using the secure non-volatile memory techniques described herein to implement a secure boot system.

FIG. 6 is another example of a high level flow diagram for using the secure non-volatile memory techniques described herein to implement a secure boot system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The techniques described herein provide for a secure location to store the keys that may be used to verify UEFI components. As mentioned above, to ensure that a UEFI component has not been altered, a digital signature of the component may be verified. In one implementation, a component's digital signature may be generated by creating a hash of the component's firmware image then encrypting the hash with a private key known by the component provider. The digital signature may then be added to the firmware image. To verify the component, the digital signature may be extracted from the image. The remainder of the image may then be hashed using the same hashing mechanism used when generating the digital signature. The extracted digital signature may then be decrypted using a public key associated with the component provider. If the hash generated during the verification process matches the decrypted digital signature, it can be ensured that the component has not been altered (e.g. because the hashes would not have matched had the component been altered.). Because the public keys, which will be referred to generally as keys, are used to determine authenticity, the keys should be stored in such a way that they cannot be tampered with.
The present disclosure provides for a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) to store the keys in a secure manner. Write access to the NVRAM is limited to only trusted portions of computer code. By limiting access to only trusted code, it can be ensured that bad actors are not able to alter the values stored in the NVRAM. Furthermore, although the techniques described herein are being applied to UEFI component verification, it should be understood that the techniques could also be applied to secure any other type of data.

FIG. 1 is an example of a system which may utilize the secure non-volatile random memory techniques described herein. The system 100 may include a processor 110, a locking device 130, and a secure non-volatile memory. The processor 110 may be any type of processor suitable for use in a computing device, such as a desktop or laptop computer, a server computer, a smartphone, a tablet, or any other device that may make use of a secure NVRAM. The techniques described herein are not limited to any particular type of computing device.

The processor may be coupled to a system management mode (SMM) memory 112. The SMM memory may be in any suitable form, such as dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random access memory (SRAM), Flash memory, or any other form of volatile or non-volatile memory. The SMM memory may be a standalone component, or it may be a portion of a computers main memory. The defining characteristic of SMM memory is that it is a memory that is only accessible when the processor 110 is running in system management mode. Because only trusted code is allowed to run in SMM, it can be ensured that only trusted code has access to the SMM memory.

The system management mode memory may include a lock password 114. Generation of the lock password is described in further detail below. For purposes of the description of FIG. 1, it may be assumed that the lock password has been stored in SMM memory, and is thus only accessible to the processor when the processor is running trusted code in system management mode.
[0014] The system 100 may also include a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) 150. The particular form of the memory is unimportant. For example, the memory may be a Flash memory or a Memristor based memory. The techniques described herein are applicable to any type of NVRAM. Regardless of the type of memory used for secure NVRAM, one characteristic is that the secure NVRAM, or at least portions of the secure NVRAM, may be write locked. Write locking a memory means that the portion of the memory that is locked cannot be written. However, the write locked portion of the memory can still be read. In some implementations, the secure NVRAM may be a component that contains an input, such as an input pin, which determines when write locking for the secure NVRAM is enabled or disabled. In other implementations, the secure NVRAM may be locked / unlocked by writing data to a particular memory location on the secure NVRAM. Regardless of how the locking is achieved, it should be understood that the secure NVRAM can be locked by an external entity.

[0015] The secure NVRAM may be accessible by the processor, in some implementations, the secure NVRAM may be accessible by the processor directly, while in other implementations, the secure NVRAM may be accessible by the processor through another component, as will be described in further detail with respect to FIG. 2. What should be understood is that the processor is able to access the secure NVRAM, and depending on the lock state of the secure NVRAM may be able to write to the secure NVRAM.

[0016] Secure keys 152 may be stored within the secure NVRAM. In the present description, the secure keys may be the keys used to verify a UEFI component. However, it should be understood that the secure keys may be any type of data that is to be stored in a secure manner, in other words, the secure keys may be any type of data that is not to be altered by unauthorized persons or computer code.

[0017] System 100 may also include a locking device 130 coupled to the processor. The locking device may be any type of device that may be used to lock the secure NVRAM. For example, in one implementation, the locking device may be a Complex programmable logic device (CPLD). In other
implementations, the locking device may be a field programmable gate array (FPGA). The particular form of the locking device is unimportant to the techniques described herein. What should be understood is that the locking device is able to write lock and unlock the secure NVRAM.

[0018] The locking device may include a lock password 132. The lock password may be the same as the lock password 114. The locking device may use the lock password to determine if the secure NVRAM is to be locked or unlocked. For example, in order to unlock the secure NVRAM, a user may need to provide a password to the locking device. If the provided password matches the lock password 132, the locking device may unlock the secure NVRAM. In some implementations, the lock password may be stored in a write once register on the locking device, such that once the lock password is written, and cannot be altered until the next time the system is booted.

[0019] In operation, the processor 110 may enter system management mode. For example, the processor may enter SMM after receipt of a system management mode interrupt. As mentioned above, when the processor enters system management mode, the processor may be granted access to the SMM memory 112. Because only trusted code is allowed to run in system management mode, it can be ensured that a bad actor is not able to gain access to the SMM memory. The processor may then retrieve the lock password 114 from the SMM memory. The processor may then provide the lock password 114 to the locking device 130.

[0020] The locking device 130 may compare the lock password 114 to the stored lock password 132. If the passwords match, the locking device may unlock secure NVRAM 150. Once the secure NVRAM is unlocked, the processor may be able to write to the secure NVRAM, including writing the secure keys 152. Once the processor has completed writing the secure keys, the processor may proceed to relock the secure NVRAM. In a UEFI secure boot implementation, the processor may write the keys used to verify a UEFI component into the secure NVRAM. Thus, the keys are ensured to be unaltered, because they were written while the processor was running in secure
management mode. The overall process is described in more detail with respect to FIG. 2.

FIG. 2 is another example of a system which may utilize the secure non-volatile random memory techniques described herein. Just as above, the system 200 may include a processor 210, a SMM memory 212, a locking device 230, and a secure NVRAM 250. These components may be similar to the processor 110, SMM memory 112, locking device 130, and secure NVRAM 150 described above with respect to FIG. 1, and as such the descriptions of those components are not repeated here. System 200 may also include a non-transitory processor readable medium 216, a management processor 270, a storage non-volatile random access memory 280, and a staging non-volatile random access memory 290.

The management controller 270 may be an independent processor within the computer system 200 that is used for management functions. The management controller may commonly be referred to as a baseboard management controller (BMC). The management controller may be connected to the external world through a network (not shown). The management controller may be coupled to the processor 210 as well as secure NVRAM 250, storage NVRAM 280, and staging NVRAM 290.

Secure NVRAM 250 is substantially the same as secure NVRAM 150, including the secure keys 252, which are substantially similar to the secure keys 152. Storage NVRAM 280 may be another random access memory that is accessible to the management controller. Storage NVRAM may be used to store data, such as the UEFI components themselves, that does not need to be stored in as secure a manner as the data stored in the secure NVRAM. The collection of UEFI components may be referred to as an image, or system image. The storage NVRAM may be used to store a default system image 282. The staging NVRAM 290 may be used to store data, such as pending system images 292, while the system prepares to apply the system image to the storage NVRAM. Operation of the various NVRAMs is described in further detail below.
The non-transitory processor readable medium may contain thereon a set of processor executable instructions. These instructions, when executed by the processor, may cause the processor to implement the techniques described herein. For example, the medium may include secure NVRAM initialization instructions, secure NVRAM write instructions, and UEFI secure boot instructions.

The secure NVRAM initialization instructions may cause the processor to initialize the secure NVRAM. The instructions may cause the processor to generate a lock password, which is then stored in the SMM memory. A new password may be generated upon each reboot of the system, so that even if the password is compromised, it is only valid until the next time the system boots. The processor may then store the lock password in the locking device. The locking device may then write lock the secure NVRAM. The locking device may unlock the secure NVRAM upon presentation of a matching lock password.

The secure NVRAM write instructions may cause the processor to unlock the secure NVRAM and write data to the secure NVRAM. The processor may first enter system management mode through a SMM interrupt. The lock password may be retrieved from SMM memory. The processor may then provide the lock password to the locking device. If the provided lock password matches the lock password stored in the locking device, the locking device may then unlock the secure NVRAM. The processor may then be able to write data to the secure NVRAM. Upon completion of the write, the processor may cause the locking device to re-lock the secure NVRAM.

The UEFI secure boot instructions may cause the system to implement UEFI secure boot. Description of the UEFI boot process is described in further detail below, such as with respect to FIGS. 5 and 6. For purposes of the remainder of the description of FIG. 2, it can be assumed that a UEFI component is associated with a key. If the component is authentic, the digital signature of the component can be authenticated with the key. If the digital
signature cannot be verified, then the component has been altered and should be considered unsafe to use.

[0028] The operation of system 200 may be best described through the use of an example. A user may desire to load a new version of UEFI components onto the system. For purposes of this description, a system image will refer to a digitally signed collection of UEFI components. The system image contains the components themselves, as well as the keys (e.g. public keys) used to authenticate those components. The system image may be signed using public-private key pairs. For example, the system image may be encrypted with a private key whose corresponding public key is known by the management controller. Thus, if the system image is successfully decrypted, it is known that the image came from a source in possession of the management controller's private key, and thus the system image can be assumed to be authentic.

[0029] A user may cause the management controller to download a pending system image 292 over the network (not shown) and store the image in the staging non-volatile memory. At some point later, the user may decide to apply the pending system image 292. The management controller may unencrypt the pending system image, and store the image in the storage non-volatile memory 280 as the default system image 282. At this point, the keys used to authenticate the UEFI components may be contained within the default system image.

[0030] As explained previously, during initialization, the secure NVRAM may have been write locked by the locking device 230, using a password generated when the system was booted. The processor 210 may enter system management mode, for example upon receipt of a system management mode interrupt. Installing a new default system image on the system 200 may cause such an interrupt. The processor may then enter system management mode, which allows access to the SMM memory. The processor may then retrieve the lock password and provide the lock password to the locking device.

[0031] The locking device may receive the lock password, and if it matches the stored lock password 232, may unlock the secure NVRAM. The
processor may then extract the keys from the default system image 282 and store the keys as secure keys 252. The processor may then re-lock the secure NVRAM using the Socking device. What should be clear is that the secure keys were written to the secure NVRAM while the processor was running in system management mode. Because only trusted code is allowed to run in system management mode, it can be ensured that the keys that are stored in the secure NVRAM are the actual keys associated with the default image 282.

[0032] When the processor attempts to load and run a UEFI component, the digital signature of the component is verified using the secure keys that were previously stored in the secure NVRAM. If the signature is verified, the component is authentic and can be safely loaded and executed. If verification is not successful, the component may have been tampered with, and as such may not be loaded and executed.

[0033] In addition to verifying the authenticity of a UEFI component, the secure NVRAM may be used to store UEFI variables in a secure manner. For example, some UEFI components may have data that is to be stored securely. The techniques described herein also provide for secure storage of UEFI variables in the secure NVRAM. A UEFI component wishing to store a secure variable may first prove its authenticity through the same key verification method described above. If the UEFI component is authentic, it can be trusted to write data to the secure NVRAM. As such, the processor may enter system management mode to retrieve the lock password and unlock the secure NVRAM, as has been described above. The process of the image writing to the secure NVRAM is described in further detail below.

[0034] FIG. 3 is an example of a high level flow diagram for writing to a secure non-volatile random access memory according to techniques described herein. The techniques described in FIG. 3 may be implemented by a processor, such as processor 110, by executing instructions, such as instruction stored on a non-transitory processor readable medium. The instructions may cause the processor to implement the techniques described. In block 310, a request to write to a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) may be received. For example, the request may come from application code, such as a
UEFI firmware driver. However, it should be understood that the secure NVRAM techniques described herein are not dependent on any particular application.

[0035] In block 320, system management mode may be entered by the processor. As explained above, system management mode is a mode that may be entered by the processor when certain conditions are met. For example, the processor may enter system management mode upon receipt of a system management mode interrupt. Entering system management mode may allow the processor to access certain resources, such as system management mode memory, that are not accessible outside of system management mode. Because the system management mode memory is accessible only when the processor is in system management mode, it can be ensured that the contents of system management mode memory are secure.

[0036] In block 330, a lock password may be retrieved from system management mode memory. Storing the lock password will be described below, but for purpose of the description of FIG. 3, it may be assumed that the lock password previously existed in system management mode memory. In block 340, the lock password may be written to a locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM when the lock password matches a password stored in the locking device at the time the processor was booted.

[0037] In other words, when the processor is booted, the secure NVRAM is write locked by the locking device using a password. The password may then be stored in system management mode memory. If the password is provided to the locking device, such as by writing the password to the locking device, and the password matches that which was used to lock the secure NVRAM at the time the processor was booted, the locking device may then unlock the secure NVRAM for writing.

[0038] In block 350, the secure NVRAM may be written to. As explained above in block 340, once the password has been verified, the locking device may then unlock the secure NVRAM, and the secure NVRAM may be written to. In other words, once the proper password is provided, the secure NVRAM is no longer write locked. In block 350, the secure NVRAM may be re-locked. For example, once the desired data has been written to the secure NVRAM, the
locking device may once again lock the secure NVRAM, meaning that the secure NVRAM can no longer be written to. As such, the data that is contained within the secure NVRAM once again becomes read only data, because the secure NVRAM can no longer be written.

[0039] FIG. 4 is another example of a high level flow diagram for locking and writing to a secure non-volatile random access memory according to techniques described herein. The techniques describe in FIG. 4 may be implemented by a processor, such as processor 110, by executing instructions, such as instruction stored on a non-transitory processor readable medium. The instructions may cause the processor to implement the techniques described. Many of the blocks in FIG. 4 are similar to those described with respect to FIG. 3. For purposes of efficiency, the description of blocks that are substantially similar to those described above is omitted.

[0040] In block 405, a random password may be generated upon every processor reboot. The particular mechanism to generate the random password is relatively unimportant. In addition, it is not required that process used to generate the password be random in the absolute statistical sense. For purposes of the techniques described herein, the password generation may be random in the sense that it is practically not feasible to know in advance the password that is generated.

[0041] In block 410, the generated password may be stored in the locking device, wherein the locking device locks the secure NVRAM. The particular technique to lock the secure NVRAM is relatively unimportant to the techniques described herein. What should be understood is that the locking device locks the secure NVRAM for purposes of writing to the secure NVRAM. In order to unlock the secure NVRAM, the locking device may be provided with a password. If the provided password and the previously stored randomly generated password match, the locking device may unlock the secure NVRAM.

[0042] In block 415, the generated password may be stored in system management mode memory as the lock password. As described above, system management mode memory may only be accessible when the processor has entered system management mode. As such, the lock password is inaccessible
to the processor, and hence any applications running on the processor, except when the processor is running in system management mode. Because only secure code is run when the processor is in system management mode, it can be ensured that malicious code that may attempt to steal the lock password, cannot be executed. Thus, the lock password may remain secure, and is only accessible while running in system management mode.

In block 420, just as in block 310, a request to write to secure NVRAM may be received. In block 425, just as in block 320, the processor may enter system management mode. In block 430, just as in block 330, the lock password may be retrieved from system management mode memory. In block 435, just as in block 340, the lock password may be written to the locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM. In block 440, just as in block 350, the secure NVRAM may be written to. In block 445, just as in block 360, the secure NVRAM may be re-locked.

FIG. 5 is an example of a high level flow diagram for using the secure non-volatile memory techniques described herein to implement a secure boot system. The techniques described in FIG. 5 may be implemented by a processor, such as processor 110, by executing instructions, such as instruction stored on a non-transitory processor readable medium. The instructions may cause the processor to implement the techniques described. In block 505, the system may boot. As will be described in further detail below, other steps may occur after the system boots.

In block 515 it may be determined if a request to reset secure NVRAM has been received. In other words, it may be determined if the user of the system, or a program running on the system, is attempting to reset the values that are store in the secure NVRAM back to their default values. In block 520, it may be determined if secure boot is enabled. The determination of whether or not secure boot is enabled may be used to determine which operations are allowed. For example, some operations may not be allowed if secure boot is enabled.

If it is determined that secure boot is not enabled, the process moves to block 525. In block 525, default values may be retrieved from a
storage NVRAM. The default values may be written to the secure NVRAM. As mentioned before, the storage NVRAM may store system images that have been verified by the management controller through public/private key encryption of the system images. As such, the system images stored in the storage NVRAM are ensured to be unaltered system images. Furthermore, because secure boot is not yet enabled, there is no need to ensure that the contents of the secure NVRAM are not overwritten.

[0047] If it is determined in block 520 that secure boot is enabled, the process moves to block 530. In block 530, the request to reset the secure NVRAM may be ignored. The request may be ignored because secure boot has been enabled, and as such, the contents of the secure NVRAM may contain data that should not be erased or overwritten. As such, any request to reset the secure NVRAM to the default values once secure boot has been enabled may be ignored. It should be noted that in some cases, only the request to reset the defaults stored in secure NVRAM is ignored. There may be additional data stored in other locations, such as a non-secure NVRAM. A reset request may reset this non-secure data, regardless of if secure boot is enabled or not. Thus, even in the case where secure boot is not enabled, block 525 still moves to block 530, wherein other data that is not stored in secure NVRAM may be reset to the default values.

[0048] FIG. 6 is another example of a high level flow diagram for using the secure non-volatile memory techniques described herein to implement a secure boot system. The techniques described in FIG. 6 may be implemented by a processor, such as processor 110, by executing instructions, such as instruction stored on a non-transitory processor readable medium. The instructions may cause the processor to implement the techniques described. Many of the blocks in FIG. 6 are similar to those described with respect to FIG. 5. For purposes of efficiency, the description of blocks that are substantially similar to those described above is omitted.

[0049] In block 650, just as above in block 505, the system may boot. In block 610, the secure NVRAM may be initialized. The process of initializing the secure NVRAM may be substantially similar to portions of the process
described in FIG. 4. In particular, a random password may be generated, the password stored in system management mode memory, and the password used by a locking device to lock the secure NVRAM. In block 615, just as above in block 515, it may be determined if a request to reset the secure NVRAM has been received.

[0050] If so, the process may move to block 620, where just as above in block 520, it may be determined if secure boot is not enabled. If secure boot is not enabled, the process may move to block 625, where just as above in block 525, the default values may be retrieved from a storage NVRAM and written to the secure NVRAM. The process of writing the data into the secure NVRAM may substantially follow that process that was described with respect to FIG. 4. In particular, the lock password may be retrieved from system management mode memory and provided to the locking device, which may then unlock the secure NVRAM. If secure boot is determined to be enabled in block 620, the process may move to block 630. In block 630, just as in block 530, the request to write to the secure NVRAM may be ignored. However, just as above, other portions of memory, such as those portions that are not within the secure NVRAM may still be overwritten with default values.

[0051] If it is determined in block 615 that a request to reset the secure NVRAM was not received, the process moves to block 635. In block 635, it may be determined if a request to switch to legacy boot mode has been received. As mentioned above, secure boot mode is an option, and as such may be turned on and off. However, if secure boot is enabled requests to switch to legacy boot mode may be an attempt to circumvent the security provided by secure boot. If it is determined that a request to switch to legacy boot mode has been received, the process may move to block 640.

[0052] In block 640, it may be determined if secure boot is enabled. If secure boot is not enabled, then the boot mode may be changed to legacy boot mode, thus bypassing secure boot. The process may then return to block 605, and the system is booted. If it is determined in block 640 that secure boot is enabled, then a request to switch to legacy boot mode is an attempted security violation. The process may then move to block 655, in which a security violation
is logged. The security violation may record information regarding the entity that was attempting to switch to legacy boot mode. Offline processes may then be used to determine why the switch to legacy boot mode was being attempted. In any case, the switch to legacy boot mode is not performed, and the process moves to block 650, to continue the boot process.

[0053] In block 650, a unified extensible firmware (UEFI) image may be retrieved. For example, the image may be retrieved from the storage NVM described above with respect to Fig.1. In block 660, it may be determined if secure boot is enabled. If secure boot is enabled, the process may move to block 665. In block 665, a signature of the UEFI image may be verified using a key stored in the secure NVRAM to determine that the image is authentic. In some implementations, the image may be digitally signed and as long as the image is unaltered, the signature may be verified using the key stored in the secure NVRAM. However, any alteration to the image will result in a change to the hash of the image. As such, the verification will fail. In block 675, it is determined that the image is not authentic (e.g. the verification has failed), the process moves to block 680, in which a security violation may be logged.

[0054] If it is determined that the image is authentic in block 675, the process moves to block 670, where the image is loaded. In block 670, the secure boot is either enabled and the image has proved itself to be authentic, or secure boot is not enabled, in which case authenticity of the image is unimportant. In either case the image is loaded and executed.

[0055] As mentioned above, in some cases, the UEFI image may desire to write to the secure NVRAM. For example, the UEFI image may need to keep track of a variable or some other piece of data in a secure manner. Regardless of the reason, the UEFI image may need to write to secure NVRAM. In block 685, a request from the image to write to secure NVRAM may be received. In block 690, it may be determined if the image is determined to be authentic, and if so, the secure NVRAM may be written to. The process of determining if the UEFI image is authentic may be substantially similar to that described above with respect to block 660, 665, and 675. The process of writing to the secure
NVRAM may be substantially similar to the process that was described with respect to FIG. 4.
We Claim:

1. A system comprising:
   a processor;
   a system management mode memory coupled to the processor, the system management mode memory accessible to the processor only when the processor is running in system management mode, the system management mode memory storing a lock password;
   a secure non-volatile memory accessible to the processor, at least a portion of the secure non-volatile memory being write lockable; and
   a locking device coupled to the processor and the secure non-volatile memory to lock and unlock the at least a portion of the secure non-volatile memory based on the lock password.

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising:
   a management controller coupled to the processor and the secure non-volatile memory, wherein processor access to the secure non-volatile memory is through the management controller; and
   a storage non-volatile memory coupled to the management controller, the storage non-volatile memory storing a default version of a system image, the default image having been digitally signed and verified by the management controller.

3. The system of claim 1 further comprising:
   a staging non-volatile memory coupled to the management controller, the staging non-volatile memory to store a pending system image uploaded by an authorized user, the pending system image to be transferred to the storage non-volatile memory upon occurrence of a determined event.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the lock password is randomly generated upon each reboot of the system.
5. The system of claim 1 wherein the lock password is stored in a write once register of the locking device.

6. A non-transitory processor readable medium containing thereon a set of instructions, which when executed by the processor cause the processor to:
   receive a request to write to a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM);
   enter system management mode with the processor;
   retrieve a lock password from system management mode memory;
   write the lock password to a locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM when the lock password matches a password stored in the locking device at the time the processor was booted;
   write to the secure NVRAM; and
   re-lock the secure NVRAM.

7. The medium of claim 6 further comprising instructions to:
   initialize the secure NVRAM, wherein initializing the secure NVRAM comprises instructions to:
   generate a random password upon every processor reboot;
   store the generated password in the locking device, wherein the locking device locks the secure NVRAM; and
   store the generated password in system management mode memory as the lock password.

8. The medium of claim 7 wherein the locking device is a complex programmable logic device (CPLD) and the generated password is stored in a write once register of the CPLD.

9. A method comprising:
   determining, at a processor, receipt of a request to reset secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) to default values;
   determining that secure boot is enabled;
retrieving default values from a storage NVRAM and writing the default values to the secure NVRAM when it is determined that the reset request was received and secure boot is disabled; and

ignoring the request to reset the secure NVRAM when it is determined that the reset request was receive and secure boot is enabled.

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising:
   determining receipt of a request to switch to a legacy boot mode;
   determining that secure boot is enabled;
   changing the boot mode to legacy when it is determined that the request to switch to legacy boot mode was received and that secure boot is not enabled, switch the boot mode to legacy further comprising rebooting the processor; and
   ignoring the request to switch to legacy boot mode when it is determined that the request to switch to legacy boot mode was received and that secure boot is enabled, wherein ignoring the request to switch to legacy boot mode further comprises logging a security violation.

11. The method of claim 10 further comprising:
   determining that secure boot is enabled;
   retrieving a unified extensible firmware interface (UEFI) image;
   verifying a signature of the UEFI image using a key stored in the secure NVRAM to determine that the image is authentic;
   loading the image when the image is determined to be authentic; and
   logging a security violation when the image is determined to not be authentic.

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising:
   receiving a request from the image to write to the secure NVRAM; and
   writing to the secure NVRAM when the image is determined to be authentic.

13. The method of claim 9 further comprising:
initializing the secure NVRAM, wherein initializing the secure NVRAM further comprises:
   generating a random password upon every processor reboot;
   storing the generated password in a locking device, wherein the locking device locks the secure NVRAM; and
   storing the generated password in system management mode memory as a lock password.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein writing to the secure NVRAM further comprises:
   entering system management mode with the processor;
   retrieving the lock password from system management mode memory;
   writing the lock password to the locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM when the lock password matches the generated password stored in the locking device at the time the processor was booted;
   writing to the secure NVRAM; and
   re-locking the secure NVRAM.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the locking device stores the generated password in a write once register.
310. Receive a request to write to a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM).

320. Enter system management mode with the processor.

330. Retrieve a lock password from system management mode memory.

340. Write the lock password to a locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM when the lock password matches a password stored in the locking device at the time the processor was booted.

350. Write to the secure NVRAM.

360. Re-lock the secure NVRAM.

FIG. 3
405. Generate a random password upon every processor reboot.

410. Store the generated password in the locking device, wherein the locking device locks the secure NVRAM.

415. Store the generated password in system management mode memory as the lock password.

420. Receive a request to write to a secure non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM).

425. Enter system management mode with the processor.

430. Retrieve a lock password from system management mode memory.

435. Write the lock password to a locking device, wherein the locking device unlocks the secure NVRAM when the lock password matches a password stored in the locking device at the time the processor was booted.

440. Write to the secure NVRAM.

445. Re-lock the secure NVRAM.
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